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To:  The Honorable Jay Inslee 
State of Washington Governor 

Cc: Nick Strueli & Sheri Sawyer 
WFIA Board of Directors 

Date: May 13, 2020 

RE: Reconsider Occupancy Rate on Grocery & Convenience Stores  

I am writing to ask that you reconsider the inclusion of the grocery and convenience stores in 
your Phase 2 Reopening of Retail Stores. A grocery store is not defined as a big box store that 
serves multi-purposes such as clothing, lawn furniture, electronics, etc. 

What has been to date open communication and cooperation between WFIA and the 
Governor’s Office and your agencies on keeping the public and our employees safe while 
delivering fresh and healthy food to the public, came to an abrupt STOP Tuesday. Out of 
nowhere, the Governor moved to a policy of Phase 2 on retail stores applying an occupancy 
rate of 30% (not including employees) to ALL retail stores, including grocery and convenience 
stores. To date, the Governor’s staff and agencies have been very interactive and asked for 
input on how specific draft policies impacted the grocery and convenience store industries. We 
have been cooperative and provided some helpful ideas and guidance for the safety and health 
of customers and employees. Up until yesterday, the relationship has been productive for both 
sides. 

The grocery and convenience store industries have led the way in instituting extraordinary 
measures that serve as a model for other business. Sanitation procedures on all touch spots, 
plexiglass shields, establishing most vulnerable hours, handwashing stations, employee 
screening, and so on. We did this without government mandates. We have served the public 
well, and our employees statewide have had very few COVID workers’ comp claims due to 
these procedures, and therefore we must assume the shoppers have also remained safe. Our 
stores are not a general merchandising retail store where consumers linger to consider options 
and prices on a non-essential piece of merchandise. Our stores provide basic necessities to the 
public while also offering a sense of community. This is because our entire supply chain of retail 
stores, suppliers, and distributors have not stopped working overtime since the COVID 
outbreak.   

Here is why we are different than general retailing and should NOT be treated in the same 
policy: 
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• Food and gas are essential – lawn furniture or a new purse is not. If you make people 
stand in lines outdoors to access essential food for their families, you will create a 
sense of panic that there is a pending food shortage. When limits of essentials of food, 
fuel, and money are placed on the public, panic sets in. We’ve seen this throughout 
the history of the U.S. and recently during the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis. 
 

• Our stores have never stopped operating, and we have set the standard for employee, 
customer, and food and environmental safety. We are a model for all other industries. 
 

• Our stores are grocery and convenience stores – we are not a BIG BOX store that sells 
lawn furniture, lamps, shoes, and other non-essential items – we sell food and gas! 
Customers come in and buy food to feed their families or gas to drive to their essential 
job; they don’t linger pondering the price of a non-essential item. 
 

• Our stores have long been under very stringent health food codes, and our employees 
must pass strict food safety and personal health testing to work in our stores. Our 
stores and employees have a high awareness of cleanliness and safety standards, and 
our stores are under regular inspections by the local health departments. No other 
retail stores must undergo these strict standards. 
 

• Grocery stores and convenience stores have had no occupancy limits to date. In fact, 
the customer count in stores has been reducing while basket sizes have increased. 
Customers are self-limiting their visits to necessary trips. Opening general 
merchandising retailing is NOT going to create increased traffic in our stores. There is 
no rationale in drawing this conclusion. 
 

• General merchandising retail will add jobs to the economy with their openings. Placing 
limits on grocery stores after we have staffed up to feed people during COVID will 
cause a reduction in hours and/or layoffs.  

This action by you and your policy staff clearly reflects that there was a lack of community 
grocery and convenience store business input into this policy discussions. We believe public 
policy would be well served to make sure that those stakeholders who may be impacted by 
policy be consulted in the beginning - stakeholders who know the difference between selling 
shoes and selling food. That said, we ask for your reconsideration of what we believe to be a  
misguided requirement of including grocery and convenience stores in a policy for general 
merchandise retailing. 

 
  


